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"Hard-hitting, neck-breaking riffs and melancholy, memorable melodies": The songs of the Munich 

metal combo DELIRIUM’S DAWN are described in this way or something like that. Since 2006 the 

guys have been an insider tip in the local scene and offer their audience a varied stage show that 

takes everyone's socks off. 

After countless appearances, the guys from DELIRIUM’S DAWN know how to heat people up, as they 

can look back on gigs with greats of the metal scene like Van Drunen or Obscura. 

DELIRIUM’S DAWN are primarily characterized by their independent sound. There is no recipe for 

this, but influences from the areas of Thrash-, Death-, Melodic Death-Metal and Metalcore can be 

heard, so you won't be bored for a second. 

This can be heard on their current album "Horizons". The fourth long player was recorded  in spring 

2020 and hit the shelves later that same year. 

The website hardharderheavy.de praised hardharderheavy.de: "(...) this sound literally blows you 

out of your feet. This is followed by a double bass drum salvo after the other. On top of that there 

are excellently played riffs" 

Metal.de said: "The two guitarists from DELIRIUM'S DAWN harmonize with each other and prove 

their joy in playing in countless riffs, such as in the song Surveillance" 

DELIRIUM’S DAWN are convincing and show again and again from appearance to appearance that 

they won't run out of breath anytime soon. 

RELEASES  

 

  
Between Rage… And Madness  2008 
The Rebirth Of Osiris 2009 
Built Upon The Ruins Of An Empire 2015 
Horizons 2020 

 
DELIRIUM’S DAWN  
Ary Keshtgar guitars & vocals 
Thomas Gimpel guitars 
Younas Khan bass 
Manuel Fischer drums 
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